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Two technologies have come to define the act of voting in modern democracies: the ballot paper and the ballot box. Both are easy to use and both secure secrecy, preventing intimidation, bribery and corruption, at least in theory (practice is another matter). ‘For many people today, democracy is epitomized by the image of a voter dropping a piece of paper into a ballot box’, write the political scientists Massicotte, Blais and Yoshinaka in their 2004 global survey of election laws. ‘Ballot papers and ballot boxes’, they add, ‘embody one of the few unchallenged principles governing elections – secrecy.’ Few would disagree. In Britain certainly, media coverage of domestic and foreign elections is routinely accompanied by pictures of this sort (of electors queuing up to vote; of papers spilling onto tables, ready to be counted; and so on); and no one speaks up for open voting any more.

But when and where, precisely, did ballot papers become central to the practice of elections, democratic or otherwise? And what distinguishes the papers of today from those of the past? What, in fact, is a ‘ballot paper’ – what is it for? Remarkably, given the iconic status of the ballot paper, these questions have yet to be explored with the rigour they deserve. They have not been entirely neglected. The most thorough work has been undertaken on the US, which is ironic perhaps, since this was the first country to abandon ballot papers, as some states began to adopt mechanical and later electronic means of voting. Otherwise this earlier electoral technology has been considered only indirectly, via histories of voting in secret.

Accordingly, when it comes to recovering ballot-related innovations, colonial Australia takes pride of place in the existing historiography. It was here, after all, where in 1856 the secret ballot was first practised, combining pencils, standardized papers, boxes and cubicles. A recent article has shown that this was a transnational achievement, even if it would go on to become Australia’s most famous democratic export. The pioneer, Henry S. Chapman, was a British-born radical and he was familiar with US and French practices by the time he arrived in Victoria in 1854. Just as importantly Chapman’s particular combination of elements – printed papers, cubicles and so on – was first proposed in revolutionary France in 1794 by the lawyer Jacques-Vincent Delacroix. Still, the Australians got there first. As John Markoff has argued, the global ‘periphery’ was much ahead of the ‘core’ in this respect, as in so many others (e.g. universal female suffrage, which was first introduced in New Zealand in 1893). One reason for this, he suggests, is that in places like Australia there was greater freedom for innovation given the absence of long-established elites and entrenched traditions, interests and institutions.

Yet, as will be argued here, any rigorous history of the ballot paper needs to make use of two analytical distinctions. The first is straightforward: the need to distinguish between the practice of using of papers per se, and the practice of using them in secret. In fact, the use of ballot papers – including, it should be emphasized, the use of papers on a mass scale – long predates the emergence of fully secure, privatized voting. Recovering this earlier history allows not only for a better understanding of why papers were used at all, but also for a more critical appreciation of some commonplace assumptions. Ballot papers, for instance, have not always been technologies of ‘electoral purity’, as it was sometimes put in the nineteenth century. Quite the contrary: for a time at least, they were crucial to an intensification of corruption, as electoral...
authorities and nascent political parties adjusted to the demands of an expanding franchise. Equally, it also helps to clarify the contribution that Australia made in the mid-1850s, for ballot papers were already a feature of elections elsewhere in the world, including standardized, regulated ones.

The second distinction is between considerations of electoral practice on the one hand, and those of political principle on the other. Both comprise what we might call electoral culture and it is not an easy distinction to make. But it is a useful one in the case of balloting and for one key reason: simply because contemporaries themselves recognised its practical utility whilst also debating the ethical-political merits of open and secret voting. As work within an emergent ‘material turn’ suggests, practical considerations – considerations, that is, of logistics, technology and discipline – are just as important as values, beliefs and identities when it comes to understanding how societies function. Crudely, things, even ‘little’ things like paper, make possible ‘big’ ideas, structures and identities. Patrick Joyce, for instance, has recently written of how the emergence of the modern British imperial state was premised on an ability to knit together over time and space material-bureaucratic traces such as letters, forms and documents. The Raj was partly an archival achievement.8 In our case, humble technologies though they were, ballot papers made possible the enactment of more inclusive franchises and more organized, party-based forms of electoral contestation. In both cases minor practices and material details made all the difference, as contemporaries so evidently realized. Ultimately, they made possible the democratic principle of ‘popular sovereignty’ – an immense abstraction came to pivot on a mass of regulated paperwork.

Equally, as Frank Trentmann has emphasized, though there may be a materiality to politics there is also a politics of materiality. The material world, he argues, is not simply a backdrop to human affairs. Rather, it is altogether more active than this, enabling society to function but shaping it in particular ways; and because of this our material-infrastructural environment also doubles an object of political critique and appropriation. The examples he gives are many and include commodity-based consumer activism and the politics of municipal water supplies. Material things, he concludes, function ‘as a conduit of political processes that helps shape (and not just reflect) political identities, concerns and fields of action.’9 This is certainly true of balloting, and especially secret balloting and the mobilization of pens, cubicles and official papers, which proved immensely controversial. In fact, it seems that wherever secrecy was introduced it provoked a clamour of dissenting voices that appealed to matters of principle, as Hubertus Buchstein’s superb account suggests.10 The trouble was that the kind of voter independence most could agree was important was simply not taking place in practice. Reluctantly, secrecy was embraced. Only in the second half of the twentieth century was secrecy posited as a good in and of itself; only then was it hailed as an inevitable feature of ‘political modernization’. Put another way, considerations of practice trumped those of principle, at least initially.

We develop this analysis by focusing on three of Markoff’s ‘core’ nations, Britain, France and the US. This is a partial selection of course, and each country embraced a fully secure ballot at different points in time: Britain in 1872, albeit not at all levels; the vast majority of US states by 1900; and France in 1913. In the meantime Belgium adopted the secret ballot in 1877, Italy in 1882, Denmark in 1901 and Germany in 1913. Why, then, focus on these three countries? Once again, it is important not to be wholly distracted by the advent of secrecy, important though this was. Size
mattered and the US and France were the first to pioneer paper balloting on a large-scale – indeed, they did so partly because elections now involved far more voters than before, following their respective revolutions. Surprisingly perhaps, Britain partook of some of these innovations, making for some remarkable commonalities regarding the use and abuse of papers. Furthermore, it was the first nation to adopt the ‘Australian ballot’ and apply it to a sizeable electorate. The US would do the same, even if as early as the 1890s it was practising alternatives to the use of paper. Later on, France developed its own method of secret voting, or what is now known as the ‘ballot and envelope model’, the principal paper-based alternative to the Australian model. In short, both pre- and post-secrecy, these were all pioneering states. We begin, however, in the early modern period and with a basic question: why use ballot papers – or balls?

**Balloting as last resort: papers, balls, hands and voices**

The practice of using ballot papers on any significant scale first emerged during the early modern period, when it coexisted alongside a host of other practices inherited from the ancient world, the early Christian Church and the city-states of medieval Europe. In Britain and France the pioneers were town corporations, where the office of mayor in particular might be determined using some form of ballot, cast during an annual assembly (or court) of local elites and councillors. It remained, however, an exceptional practice throughout this period and indeed on into the eighteenth century. Corporate autonomy was carefully prescribed by royal charter and the dominant method of electing borough personnel involved those assembled indicating their preference either orally – by casting their ‘voice’ – or by raising a hand, normally in order of social rank. Significant variations emerged, even where there was no resort to balloting. In Woodstock, Oxfordshire, the freemen of the borough were directed to stand either side of the Guild Hall, from where the relative weight of their voices would determine which of the two candidates (selected from the aldermen) would serve as mayor. Alternatively, in Dijon, Burgundy, where all male householders were enfranchised, voting for the office of mayor took place in a convent near the city’s cathedral. One by one, electors would deliver their votes orally, in full view of the officials.

Other examples should be mentioned. A highly ritualized tradition of oral voting developed in Britain for the election of MPs, where voters would declare their choices to a poll clerk, having ventured past a crowd gathered before the hustings. Likewise, the rotation of parochial officers would be decided openly by a show of hands, commonly in the parish vestry. But besides default resort to publicity, this was an altogether different culture of elections from that which would begin to emerge in the nineteenth century. As Mark Kishlansky has argued, use of the term ‘election’ is somewhat anachronistic in the early modern context, for what was really at stake was a process of affirmation and confirmation, as opposed to one of conflict and counting. One had a ‘voice’ rather than a ‘vote’, so there was no need for technological mediation; and one ‘stood’ for office, implying open and due acknowledgement of status, rather than ‘ran’ for office, implying some kind of competition.

Two further points might be made here. The first is that the boundaries between the selection, discussion and election of a candidate (or candidates) might be incredibly porous. This is in stark contrast to today, of course, when these stages are highly regimented and sequential (candidate selection; then election campaign; then polling
day; then counting). The second is that the dominant assumption was that elections would proceed more or less consensually. In the case of British MPs there was no automatic resort to polling, which would only ensue if the nomination process, completed in public, proved contested; and until the nineteenth century, the majority passed without challenge. Even in the absence of a challenge, a nomination ceremony was staged, which might include an affirmative ‘view’ of the crowd, conducted by a show of hands or an acclamation of voices. Only in the event of a contested selection process was there recourse to the numerical precision of a poll, which might last for weeks. Likewise, at the municipal level, the assumption was that elections would be open, deliberative, but ultimately consensual affairs, where the annual turnover of borough personnel would prove trouble-free, thereby affirming the unity of the local community. As various studies have demonstrated, there was a widespread aversion towards conflict, if only by way of projecting an image of elite stability to the Crown and social inferiors.

The early use of balloting needs to be understood in precisely this context. Put simply, it was a means of managing elections that had proved, or might prove, unduly fractious and where the hostility of competing factions was such as to render open voting neither practical nor decisive. It was a last resort, adopted only in the unfortunate event of conflict, much as was a polled contest in the British parliamentary context. Balloting assumed one of two forms, both of which could be used to secure secrecy. One was the use of balls, reflecting the origins of the word ‘ballot’, which derives from the Italian term ballota, the diminutive of balla or ball. In Aix-en-Provence electors voting for the office of mayor deposited black balls in boxes coloured red and yellow, one for each of the two candidates. Alternatives such as bullets were also used. In 1677, the Hampshire town of Lymington experimented with the use of coloured bullets, in order, so it was stated, to ‘prevent animosities and other inconveniences which may arise at the choice of a fit person to serve as mayor of this town’.

The other principal method was the use of pens and paper. In sixteenth-century Paris the election of the prévôt des marchands (mayor) and échevins (aldermen) was conducted using written ballots, which were prepared by hand and deposited in a box. Pontefract was among a handful of English towns which adopted some kind of paper-based mechanism. Under a charter granted by James I in 1607, partly designed to quell the ‘infinite disputes’ of mayoral elections, the burgesses wrote down the name of their preferred candidate on separate pieces of paper, which were then deposited in a box. A kindred system was practised in Kingston-upon-Thames, where the election of the town’s two bailiffs (the highest office, in this case) was conducted using a single piece of paper detailing the names of up to four candidates, which was displayed in a room set apart for the purpose. Each member of ‘the fifteen’ – the freemen of the Court of Assembly, the governing body – viewed the ballot paper alone and gave his vote by scratching through the name of one of the candidates with a pen.

It is significant that it was principally the office of mayor—the most prestigious and powerful, and so sought after—that gave rise to balloting. Lesser offices, including that of alderman, were normally resolved by the use of hands and voices. Equally, not all balloting was conducted with a view to managing conflict; nor was it always conducted in the context of local assemblies. Deputies to the Estates-General of 1614, the last to meet in France until the end of the ancien régime, were selected in a variety of ways; but the nobility were permitted to submit written papers – or billets – which they also signed. In general, however, balloting prospered when and where there were
problems of discord at the local level; and the procedural variations were many. In some
towns the use of balloting was itself put to a vote. In 1575, the officials of Poitiers voted
out loud to proceed by written ballot in their annual mayoral elections. In so doing, they
drew on powers set out in an old statute, which provided that whenever a single
candidate sought office the election could proceed aloud; but that when there was more
than one candidate the assembly should vote by ballot. It was a tradition that would last
only thirty or so years longer: in 1609, owing to persistent divisions, Henry IV ruled
that balloting would henceforth be compulsory. 28

All of these practices travelled to America, where various local offices were
subject to election, from positions on parish vestries and commercial corporations to
official seats on counties and towns. In all cases the dominant practice was voting
openly, using either hands or voices, in the context of small assemblies of property
holders and freemen. 29 Similarly, the election of state representatives to serve on general
assemblies was normally conducted openly. Six of the original thirteen colonies – New
York, New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina and Georgia – used a form of
oral voting based on British traditions, when and where a poll was required. 30 Colonial
American electoral culture, then, was much the same as in Britain and France, and this
included resort to balloting, which was principally practised in New England. Historians
such as Robert Dinkin have presented New England as a pioneer of balloting, and it
seems it was the first place to practice proxy voting. 31 Yet, besides French and British
precedents, some crucial qualifications should be mentioned. The first is that resort to
securing some means of procedural order and numerical precision was reserved for
when and where a contest was required, which was generally for the more powerful
positions. At the local level, written ballots might be used to elect senior town officers,
such as the selectmen and treasurer, but not for the lower positions, such as gravedigger
and hog reeve. In these cases there was often only one (perhaps grudging) candidate,
elected by oral acclamation or a show of hands. 32

The second qualification is that balloting did not necessarily entail secrecy. As
in Britain and France, resort to balloting was not a matter of principle; more practical
considerations were at stake. A case in point is proxy voting, which originated in
Massachusetts in the 1630s for the election of the General Court. Previously, all
qualified electors had been expected to attend in person at the provincial capital
(Boston), where their written ballots would be presented openly and deposited in a hat.
The inconvenience of travelling, however, coupled with growing disorder on the day,
prompted the practice of allowing freemen to mark their papers at a special town
meeting, under the supervision of the selectmen, who would then present them to the
Court during the election proper. 33 The system, then, was not as open as elsewhere; yet
it was by no means secret either. Whether delivered in person or prepared at a distance,
papers would have to pass through the hands of presiding officials. Indeed, in Rhode
Island it was customary for electors to sign their proxy ballots as well. 34 Meanwhile,
iliterate voters had to rely on the literate to inscribe their choices; and these choices
would then have to be confirmed orally as their credentials were checked.

In all three countries, then, amidst a culture of elections which was
predominantly oral, open and co-optive, there were pockets of balloting, which might be
more or less public, even secret, depending on context and occasion. The underlying
ideal, however, seems to have been one of communal self-presence and unity, unsullied
by discord and recourse to paper, balls and obscure acts of voting. In Britain this would
remain the case until the 1830s, though balloting did receive sporadic support from
Whigs and radicals.\textsuperscript{35} In France and America, by contrast, it is possible to point a gradual growth in support for balloting over the course of the eighteenth century. In New England towns there was greater resort to written ballots, as local elections became more inclusive and rule-bound; and by the early 1770s, printed papers were being used in Connecticut and Rhode Island for the election of state deputies – a key feature of post-revolutionary electoral culture, as we shall see.\textsuperscript{36} In neighbouring Pennsylvania, an election law of 1706 prescribed a mixed system for the election of state-level offices, whereby a voter could choose to vote openly and orally, or with a written ballot. In 1715, written balloting also spread to North Carolina, which had earlier adopted oral voting. In this case voters were required to sign their papers, though in 1760 the state returned to British-style \textit{viva voce} polling.\textsuperscript{37}

In pre-revolutionary France the written ballot attracted growing levels of support, especially from members of the administrative elite, who viewed it as a means of securing more orderly, accurate outcomes in municipal elections.\textsuperscript{38} The abortive reform of municipal administration undertaken by Laverdy in 1764–5 clearly stipulated the use of ballot papers, while some twenty years later the Brienne law on local government required vote by \textit{billet}, unless the majority of those present were illiterate.\textsuperscript{39} Yet the issue remained contentious. The Assembly of Notables reconvened in November 1788 to advise on the forthcoming Estates-General was divided on the matter. One section was adamant that voting at all levels should be out loud (\textit{à haute voix}), principally because it was the honourable, time-honoured thing to do; but two other sections urged that papers, in the interests of precision, should be compulsory at the highest level of the process, when deputies were chosen for Versailles.\textsuperscript{40} In the event, the last elections to be held under the old regime combined the written ballot and oral voting. Voting in the preliminary assemblies was out loud, but at the final stage the employment of a written ballot was prescribed, by which point the electoral system had ensured a more literate gathering.\textsuperscript{41}

\section*{Balloting as norm: handwritten and printed ballots}

By the second half of the eighteenth century the practice of ‘balloting’ had become chiefly associated with the use of paper and the practice of writing, rather than the casting of balls. ‘Polling’ was another matter, especially in Britain, where parliamentary elections continued to be conducted using oral voting, as and when required. Furthermore, the association was by no means total. In Britain, France and America oral voting had relied – and would continue to rely – on techniques of inscription by way of recording voter preferences and publicising election results. One instance of this is the ‘poll books’ published in Britain, which emerged following an act of 1696 designed to regulate parliamentary elections. It is not as if paper was wholly absent when and where oral voting took place: even voices might leave traces. Nonetheless, c. 1780 the use of ballot papers was exceptional; a hundred or so years later ballot papers had become the norm, the dominant means whereby voters registered their choices. Early-modern voices had been exchanged for regulated bits of paper; face-to-face assemblies had been replaced by the mediation of pens, boxes and acts of counting.

How should we explain this remarkable transformation in the material culture of elections? Two broad factors were crucial. The first is a commitment to larger, more inclusive franchises, which meant of course more voters; and in order to make this
commitment work new mechanisms were sought – of which the ballot paper was only one, it should be emphasized; others included voter registration and the provision of more polling stations. Here we might also note the marked demographic expansion that took place after roughly 1800, supplemented in the US case especially with high levels of immigration. At the same time, more inclusive franchises meant higher levels of voter illiteracy, at least until the onset of universal systems of elementary education. Illiteracy was particularly important in terms of prompting the use of printed rather than written and/or signed papers.

The second factor is the rise of political parties and party-political conflict. In the early modern period, ballot papers had helped to manage unusually contentious elections; but in the nineteenth century, competitive elections became routine, at least for major offices. To be sure, the rise of parties and the generalization of party-based conflict was a protracted process, as numerous studies have detailed. In revolutionary France and America, parties were initially regarded as a threat to national unity, as devious agents of faction and sectional interests. The US had largely overcome this antipathy by the 1830s, but it lingered much longer in France: it was not until 1889, for instance, when declared candidatures were prescribed by law. The British too were sluggish and sceptical: tens of seats continued to go uncontested in general elections long into the twentieth century. Nonetheless, party-political conflict was slowly but surely institutionalized and this placed a premium on mechanisms that could (a) secure numerical precision and (b) provide some means of managing voters. And in this context, coupled with expanding franchises, ballot papers – printed ones especially – had a decided advantage over hands and voices.

This is to offer only two general factors. Just as crucial is the way these factors combined at particular times in particular places, thereby giving rise to significant, if often subtle, variations of development and practice. In fact, the complexities are immense and one way of narrating them would be on a country-by-country basis. Here we have opted to organize our analysis around six key themes. Though this may suppress some sense of national trajectory, it does have the virtue of highlighting the peculiar dynamics and possibilities of the ballot paper as an electoral technology – indeed, whether in Britain, France or the US, it amounted to much the same thing: a thin slip of paper. We begin with some key differences of administrative culture and regulatory scope.

1. Spatial-electoral variations. It was in France where written balloting first became a truly national practice; and it did so partly because reformers and radicals were dedicated to realising ‘the Nation’ as the basis and principle of sovereignty. Uniformity was a political goal in itself, at once a measure and a means of equality. In December 1789 the deputies who had taken control of the Estates-General, and transformed it into a National Constituent Assembly, decided in favour of the wholesale adoption of the billet (later bulletin), to be employed at all levels of the electoral process, together with a broad adult male suffrage. Surprisingly, few objections were raised against this arrangement; just one deputy made the obvious point that most peasants were illiterate and that the obligation to ask someone else to write names on the ballot paper was an invitation to abuse. Abuse did in fact occur; but the subsequent elections of 1790 mark a global watershed nonetheless: they were first elections in the world to be conducted according to a mass, uniform commitment to paper.
The momentous year of 1789 set the pattern for what followed: simply that when voting practices changed in France they did so on a national basis. And change they did, especially during the period 1789–1815. Following the collapse of the monarchy in 1792, the still-born Constitution of 1793 offered all French voters a choice in how they delivered their verdicts, either viva voce or by billets. However, the pressure exerted against minorities in viva voce elections, which was roundly condemned by resurgent moderates after 1794, meant that the obligation to vote by written ballot paper was reasserted in the Constitution of 1795. Napoleon introduced further innovations. The ‘plebiscites’ of 1800, 1802, 1804 and 1815, in an echo of British polling practices, required voters to record their name in a public register, indicating their acceptance or rejection of a constitutional proposition. Yet balloting remained in place, even under Napoleon: when his administration re-established the election of parliamentary deputies in 1802, the practice of using written ballots resumed. It was then retained by the restored Bourbon and July monarchies, and all the regimes that followed.

In Britain and the US, by contrast, balloting was adopted in a decidedly more lumpy fashion. In Britain there was uniformity perhaps for certain kinds of election, but not for all elections. Indeed, it was not until the 1948 Representation of the People Act when Britons began using the same paper-based method for all elections. Nonetheless, in terms of balloting per se, the 1830s constitute the crucial decade. Balloting for parliamentary elections was first debated in the Commons in 1830 and was even considered for inclusion in the Great Reform Act of 1832. A majority of MPs would remain unconvinced for another four decades, preferring the often tumultuous occasion of open polling at least once every seven years; but this did not preclude considerable experimentation at the local level.

There were two key areas of innovation. One of these was the annual election of poor law authorities, in particular parish vestries and, after 1834, Boards of Guardians. The Sturges Bourne acts of 1818 and 1819 had imposed some discipline on increasingly unruly parish elections, among other things allowing the formation of ‘select’ vestries, which effectively barred popular participation. It also provided for an oral poll if required, replacing the customary method of voting by a show hands. In 1831, however, the radical MP John Hobhouse passed his Select Vestry Act, undoing plural voting, extending the vote to all ratepayers and allowing for the use of papers and boxes. By the early 1840s eight parishes had adopted the act, including some of the larger metropolitan ones, such as Marylebone, where more than 3,000 voters turned out in the elections of 1833, and over 4,000 in 1834. Similarly, but more importantly, given its national scope, the 1834 Poor Law Act enforced the election of Boards of Guardians using ballot papers printed by local Poor Law Unions.

The second area was the reform of boroughs. The 1835 Municipal Corporations Act introduced voting papers, as well as a uniform ratepayer franchise and an enlarged number of councillors, a third of whom were now subject to annual election. As John Phillips suggested, though the balloting provisions of the 1835 act attracted little debate in Parliament, the rationale advanced by its sponsors such as Lord John Russell was one of practicality. In most parliamentary contests each elector possessed two votes and was presented with three or four candidates; but the new borough arrangements meant that the total number of candidates might exceed 100 in large towns and cities. The introduction of ward divisions and the use of papers was thus presented as a more orderly and efficient alternative to relying on traditional viva voce methods. Between
them, poor law and municipal innovations provided the model for subsequent local authorities and their means of election: local Boards of Health after the 1848 Public Health Act; vestry and district boards in London following the 1855 Metropolis Management Act; and School Boards after the 1870 Education Act.\footnote{51}

In the US the situation was still more complex. As in France, the widespread diffusion of paper balloting was a post-revolutionary phenomenon, where it featured in the constitutions of both the former colonies and the new states of the West. Yet – and unlike France – there was no central-federal prescription concerning voting methods. It was not until 1871 when the first national law was enacted, which prescribed either ‘written or printed ballots’, though this was not subject to strict enforcement.\footnote{52} In the absence of any federal determination, differences blossomed both between and within states, at the town and county levels, and for different kinds of election. New York’s first constitution (1777) permitted the use of written balloting for the election of the governor and lieutenant-governor. Implemented in 1788, it was extended to the election of the state legislature in 1797 and to town elections in 1809.\footnote{53} Similarly, New Jersey adopted paper balloting only tentatively, on a county-by-county basis: by 1788 nine of the thirteen counties had opted for this method of voting; by 1800 it was in use in all thirteen.\footnote{54} Other states which provided for balloting included Vermont (1793), Ohio (1802), Indiana (1816), Michigan (1835) and Minnesota (1858).

When and where it was adopted, paper balloting was justified on various grounds, including those of convenience in the context of an expanding franchise. By the 1840s most of the older states had adopted a more or less (white) male suffrage; and the new states did the same. However, a strong attachment to British parliamentary tradition persisted in places. Texas up to 1848; Virginia up to 1867; and Oregon up to 1872: all of these states practised \textit{viva voce} voting, where it was defended on the grounds that it enabled the exercise of the franchise in an honourable fashion.\footnote{55} Some states even switched back and forth. Illinois alternated between oral voting and paper balloting during the period 1813 to 1829, before finally settling on the latter in 1848. Kentucky adopted the written ballot in 1792, but reverted to \textit{viva voce} methods just seven years later. In 1850 the General Assembly assumed the power to determine the method of voting and thereafter balloting became more common; yet oral polling persisted in some counties until 1891, when it was abandoned across the state.

2. Voting in public: The French scored another first in 1795: its new Constitution of that year contained the first explicit reference to a ‘secret vote’ (\textit{scrutin secret}).\footnote{56} But this would remain only a nominal gesture, for in practice, as in Britain and the US, balloting would continue to take place in a public fashion, in assemblies of varying size and location. There was as yet no pronounced desire to introduce partitions or cubicles to shield the act of marking or writing a paper. Nor was there any generalized desire for technologies such as envelopes, which might hide the paper as it was deposited in a receptacle. Only in places do we find exceptions to the dominant norm of more or less publicly cast ballots. In Massachusetts, for instance, a coalition of Free Soilers and Democrats elected to the General Court passed a law in 1851 prescribing the use of envelopes to conceal papers. Even here, however, the measure was short-lived and on returning to power in 1853 the Whig party made the use of envelopes optional, invoking as they did so the integrity and ‘honour’ of open voting.\footnote{57}

Further exceptions emerged in Britain. After 1834, poor law electors were required fill out their voting papers in the confines of their home, from where they were
collected. This uniquely domesticated form of voting certainly made for order, in contrast to the sometimes volatile vestry elections that had taken place earlier. The papers themselves might note that they were being used so that an elector could vote ‘without the loss of his time’ or other ‘inconveniences usually incurred by attending to give his Vote at a polling place, at a distance from his home.’

Local Boards of Health were subsequently elected in the same fashion.

Yet, even in the case of the poor law method, voters were required to sign their paper and initial the names of those they wished to see elected, thus exposing their identity to the eyes of the returning officer and candidates, when their votes were ‘cast up’ in the Union board room. Borough electors also had to sign their papers, which were presented in person to the electoral officials at the town hall. The same disregard for secrecy is evident in France and the US. In France, papers were either written or presented in a public assembly (assemblée électorale), commonly convened in a church, courthouse or a town hall, where they would be deposited in a boîte de scrutin or urne. Similarly, in the US, papers were deposited in the presence of assemblies of fellow electors and officials, who would gather in and around a church, courthouse, mill or schoolhouse. By the mid-century, the use of ‘voting windows’ was common across the US, a practice which normally entailed electors presenting their papers on a platform to officials who were set apart in an interior room or behind a desk of some sort. Polling places continued to vary and now extended to post offices, hotels and railway sheds; and in the mid-West especially, the verandas of houses owned by landowners.

3. Handwritten and printed papers: What of the papers themselves? Crudely, we can distinguish between handwritten papers and printed papers, and point to the gradual displacement of the former (handwritten) by the latter (printed). In France, the commitment following the Revolution and up to 1848 was to use handwritten papers, composed in the midst of an electoral assembly. During the early 1790s, participants were called in alphabetical order to handwrite their paper – normally on a table, in close proximity to the officials – and then fold it, prior to its insertion into an urne. Voters swore an oath promising to exercise independent judgement, but intense lobbying would be conducted by those competing for office. Furthermore, given the expanded electorate, this method invariably met with the problem of illiterate voters. In the end the task of assisting illiterate voters was entrusted to elected scrutineers, who also supervised and counted the votes; but disputes might ensue about whether an illiterate voter’s wishes had been respected. It was also expressly forbidden to prepare ballot papers in advance. Instead they had to be completed at the assembly, on squares of paper issued by officials (Fig 1.). There was no possibility of using printed ballots, a practice in any case unsuited to the series of votes that were taken. For, to make matters still more complicated, up to three rounds of balloting were prescribed in the search for absolute majorities.
Figure 1: A ballot paper from a set of primary elections held during the Napoleonic regime in Morbihan in 1807, which reads, simply, ‘Vincent-Marie Caris’. The normal course was to destroy all papers following the count. This paper survived owing to suspicions that it was pre-written for use at a cantonal assembly. Archives Nationales [AN] F1cIII, Morbihan 2, Protestation, Guémené, 21 Aug. 1807.

In this context to insist on written ballots was hugely problematic, giving rise to arguments that *viva voce* voting was not only ethically superior – more open, manly and honourable – but also more practical. A mass of names was needed for the multiple posts that had to be filled, from local councillors to parliamentary deputies. Furthermore, during the first year of the Revolution, in an endeavour to discourage vote-rigging, twice as many individuals had to be named as vacant places: the so-called ‘double list’. At Parizot, a rural canton in the southern department of the Aveyron, scrutineers apologized for taking a whole day to count first-round votes, which offered ‘a huge range of names … with different nominations appearing on every single billet’. Ballot papers were often poorly written by those with only a basic grasp of handwriting, whilst making a distinction between persons who shared the same family name could be immensely difficult. The case of two individuals from Paris, both named Bourdon, who sought election in the department of the Oise in 1792, was the source of a celebrated dispute. Under the Directory, procedural reforms were introduced in order to expedite the process of administering *ballets*, including the abolition of double lists and the reduction to two rounds of voting. Later on, under the Bourbon and July monarchies, the problems associated with illiteracy greatly diminished, given the narrow franchise that operated after 1814 (by the early 1840s it extended to only 250,000 property-holders). But in France, for almost sixty years following the Revolution, when balloting took place it did so using handwritten papers to the explicit exclusion of any prepared before or outside an assembly.
It was only in 1848 when printed bulletins began to replace handwritten ballots. Amidst the growth of a partisan press and embryonic political parties, they would soon become the norm. The crucial event that prompted the widespread adoption of printed papers was the creation of the Second Republic and the advent of mass legislative elections. Despite initial misgivings, the Provisional Government of 1848 eventually agreed that the use of printed ballots was the best means of facilitating a franchise which now extended to roughly nine million male voters, by far the biggest electorate in the world at this point. Other innovations included the abolition of multiple rounds of voting and the stipulation (made in 1852) that all papers should be completed or collected outside of polling stations (bureaux de vote). 65

Even so, French voters could still prepare their own handwritten papers and they would continue to do until the 1920s. A similar dynamic had earlier been established in Britain and the US, where printed papers became dominant, but not to the total exclusion of handwritten ones, or indeed printed ones modified by the elector. In each case, it was accompanied by the development of more or less organised party systems, complete with parties and party agents, and growing levels of partisan loyalty. In Britain voters using the post-1834 poor law method had to use a paper printed by the local Union, an early instance of the official papers that would become standard after 1872. In the absence of precise statutory guidance, however, electors under Hobhouse’s act of 1831 and the 1835 Municipal Corporations Act were permitted to pen their own, even if the vast majority preferred to use those printed either by parties or by vestries and municipal corporations (Fig. 2).
Figure 2: A voting paper cast in a borough election in Chipping Norton in November 1853. It is one of a bundle of sixty held in the Oxfordshire Record Office, BOR1/7/A3/1, for this particular election. Under the 1835 Act all papers had to be kept for six months and were open to inspection by any burgess on payment of one shilling.

It was in the US where the use of printed, partisan ‘tickets’ really took off and it did so very early – a significant point of difference with France, despite the latter’s commitment to paper-based balloting. Initially it was written balloting that predominated, but in most US states this was soon supplemented by the provision of printed papers (or tickets) detailing a full slate of candidates. A Tennessee statute of 1796 embraced both kinds of ballot, defining a ‘ballot’ as ‘a ticket or scroll of paper, purporting to express the voter’s choice, given by the voter to the officer or person holding an election, to be put into the ballot box.’ In other states the transition was more protracted. In Massachusetts it took a ruling of the state supreme court to prompt the decline of handwritten ballots. In 1829, an elector submitted a printed paper containing the names of fifty-five candidates. The ballot was rejected; but on appeal the
court ruled that printed ballots were ‘written ballots’ within meaning of the state constitution; and thereafter partisan papers become the norm.  
Part of the rationale was to circumvent the lengthy process of filling out multiple papers detailing dozens of names and to help the growing number of illiterate voters; but printed papers also afforded more control to parties and party agents, just as they did in Britain and France. The result was a proliferation of tickets, though much depended on the number and nature of the contests being fought and state-level regulations. If the only office contested was the presidency or governorship then parties needed to print just one ticket for the entire state; but if members of Congress were being elected as well, then different tickets for each congressional district were required; and so on, down to the level of urban wards in some cases. The result was that by the mid-century parties had to print hundreds of different tickets, each of which might be appropriate for only a handful of polling places. Voters in fact might be overwhelmed with tickets. In those states where election laws demanded a separate ticket for every level of government, such as New York and California, voters were presented with ‘bundles’ of tickets which required depositing in multiple boxes. In the 1864 general election in New York there were five boxes, one each for the presidential, congressional, state office, assembly district, and city and county contests.

4. Paper-based corruption: In all three countries the advent of balloting rendered voting more complex from a material-practical point of view. In place of voices and hands, there were now papers and a mixed set of agents charged with designing, distributing, receiving and counting them; and then there was the voter himself. Corruption crept in at each and every point. Ballot papers may have enabled the enactment of more inclusive franchises, but they also enabled new kinds of party-based ‘trickery’. The administration of papers constituted one point of vulnerability. Registration fraud and repeat voting; the rejection and contestation of papers; or just crude maladministration, such as ‘misplacing’ boxes: in all three countries practices of this sort took place with the knowledge of just some or all of the officials. In France during the Bourbon and July monarchies there was often dispute over who had been named on the handwritten papers: in 1824, a certain ‘Dupin ainé’, universally known as such, was denied vital votes by officials when his full name was not written on the ballot paper.

The examples might be multiplied. In the case of Britain’s poor law system, papers might be summarily declared void; left undelivered or uncollected; or simply forged. In Leeds in 1857 ‘a gigantic system of fraud’ was perpetrated by the Tory party, based on fabricating papers. Such problems were well-known among the political elite. When, in the same year, the Tory MP, Lord Robert Cecil (later Lord Salisbury), argued for the use of the poor law method in parliamentary elections, opponents invoked recent examples of maladministration in Marylebone, Lambeth, Preston and Leicester. In the US ballot stuffing became a fine art, including the concealment of papers under the false bottom of a ballot box and the use of ‘kiss’ or ‘tissue’ ballots. The latter technique involved folding thinner, smaller ballots inside a larger paper, prior to its insertion in a box; a good shake of the box was all that was required to ensure their separation. In 1878, several Democratic election managers in South Carolina went on trial for permitting the use of kiss ballots, which had resulted in more ballot papers than registered electors. Similarly, in 1887, an investigation was launched into a State Senate contest in Hudson County, New Jersey, where it was revealed that over 1,800 illegal papers had been cast, most of them tissue ballots.
The public nature of balloting meant that voters were susceptible to bribery and intimidation. Even in France prior to 1848, where the use of billets prepared outside the assembly was forbidden, pre-prepared papers were touted both within and outside the courthouses and town halls that served as venues. In British municipal elections, bribery took place which recalled that practised in parliamentary contests. In 1858, over 800 papers were filled out by the Newcastle Ratepayers’ Association and distributed to the homes of electors in the Westgate ward; on the day of election they were treated to beer, provided they voted for the Tory candidate. Defeated candidates had the right to challenge results and inspect the papers; but in most boroughs it seems that corruption of this sort was tolerated by both the Liberal and Tory parties.

In the US especially, cultures of corruption were highly variable and were more or less subtle depending on context and degrees of party factionalism and the social and ethnic make-up of the population. Outside of cosmopolitan city centres, most elections were peaceful, if not without bribery and influence. Even so, tactics of violence and intimidation were not uncommon. Following the Civil War, for instance, black voters were routinely bullied into voting for Democratic candidates in southern states such as Louisiana and Georgia. The same kind of tactics appeared in France after 1848, where attention shifted from the interior space of the electoral assembly to the entrance and adjacent streets and squares. Those touting papers, whether handwritten or printed, might include government employees, whose presence was especially pronounced during the Second Empire (1852–70). Otherwise the task was performed by candidates and agents, who would tour the constituency or gather outside the polling station, producing scenes denounced by the parliamentarian Lefèvre-Pontalis in 1902 as a ‘veritable fairground’, with voters accosted on all sides as they made their way to vote.

As in the US, it was poorer, illiterate voters who were most susceptible to intimidation. In 1848 republicans in the Ardèche were accused of frisking voters before they entered the polling station; and then, if they were about to use an opposing list, of ‘tearing up the ballot paper and replacing it with another’. Conduct of this sort persisted. In Brittany, in 1902, voters from some rural hamlets were unwilling to run the gauntlet of partisan agents in the neighbouring town, and so failed to vote; elsewhere there were reports of electors “brigaded” into groups, given bulletins and marched to the polls. Voting with printed papers was hardly secret and in some instances an elector’s ballot was open to the scrutiny of various agents, including candidates, government officials and social superiors. A splendid example of the conflicting pressures to which a voter might be exposed is furnished by a report made in 1848 by a tax official in the village of Vabres in the south-western department of the Tarn:

I was crossing the floor of the polling station … when I encountered M. Barthès, a voter from the commune of Saint-Pierre. I asked to see his ballot paper and he replied that his parish priest, Bousquet, had forbidden him from showing it to anyone. I pointed out to him that he should not keep any secret from me, so he gave me the paper … He then said to me, “our priest is much too attached to this list to allow it to be completely altered, but cross out the name at the bottom and replace it with one of your own choice”, something which I did immediately. I had only just given the amended paper back to Barthès, who had not had time to put it back into his pocket, when the priest returned and took it from him, tore it up and said, “what are you up to, you wretched man”? Barthès was then handed another ballot paper and I was berated for behaving so badly.

Myriad, if often intimate, social encounters thus took place around ballot papers cast in this public fashion. Any voter might find himself variously monitored, cajoled and admonished – as well as threatened with violence.
At the same time, the very design of ballot papers opened up or closed down possibilities of this sort. The variations that emerged in the US have been documented at length. The use of coloured papers was one means of enhancing their publicity; and though some ballots might simply list a full slate of candidates, others might include a party emblem, a party slogan, or an etched profile of the presidential candidate (Fig. 3). Similar tactics emerged in Britain at the local level, where papers were supplied by party committees, either before the election or outside the polling place. In November 1835, during the first elections held under the Municipal Corporations Act, voters in Bristol were presented with papers prepared by the Liberal (Whig) party and filled out in pencil; electors only had to write over the pencil in ink and sign the paper. Elsewhere, American-style tickets were used, as in Poole and Shrewsbury, where Tories and Reformers touted different coloured lists. Illiterate voters might have no idea whom they were voting for. Likewise, under the Hobhouse regulations, party supporters could assemble in and around the polling place, making it easy to monitor how votes were being cast prior to the count. ‘We knew perfectly well by the colour of the papers put in and the persons coming to vote, which party had obtained victory’, noted one observer of elections held in 1834 in the parish of St George, London, where blue and green lists were used.

Figure 3: A state-wide Democratic ticket for Kentucky published during the 1860 presidential election. Cornell University Political Americana Collection, 2214.BA0045.
5. **Counter-tactics:** None of these tactics escaped the notice of electoral officials, local and national authorities, competing parties, or indeed voters. Each corrupt tactic provoked a regulatory counterstrike, though all proved more or less unsuccessful. In 1867, the London-based Poor Law Board issued an Order which allowed party agents to accompany the local officials charged with delivering and collecting the papers. Yet problems persisted. Figures for the Chorlton Union in Manchester during the period 1868 to 1878, where over 20,000 votes were up for grabs at each election, indicate that anything between 21 and 34 per cent of papers were not delivered in each of the Union’s four townships.

In 1867, the London-based Poor Law Board issued an Order which allowed party agents to accompany the local officials charged with delivering and collecting the papers. Yet problems persisted. Figures for the Chorlton Union in Manchester during the period 1868 to 1878, where over 20,000 votes were up for grabs at each election, indicate that anything between 21 and 34 per cent of papers were not delivered in each of the Union’s four townships. Innovations were also made to the design of ballot boxes. In the 1850s various tamper-proof receptacles emerged in California, including glass boxes and boxes made of see-through wire mesh; but they were seldom used. Likewise, ‘balloting glasses or boxes’ were prescribed in the 1855 Metropolis Local Management Act, but there is no evidence that ‘glasses’ were ever used in Britain.

The papers themselves formed another element of regulation. In Britain it was not until 1872 when the appearance of ballot papers attracted significant debate. In the US and France, by contrast, measures designed to standardize – and so anonymize – papers long-predated the advent of secure, technologized secrecy. The first innovations of this sort emerged in the US. In 1831, when the state of Maine formally legalized tickets, it also prohibited the use of coloured papers and the inclusion of any distinguishing marks other than the names of candidates. Similar laws were passed elsewhere, including in Connecticut and Indiana in 1867; California and Illinois in 1872; and Florida and Missouri in 1877. France banned coloured papers in 1848, just as electors began using papers prepared outside an assembly. Yet, in both France and the US, parties responded with counter-tactics of their own. There were different shades of white; different thicknesses of paper; and different fonts; and all were exploited by way of distinguishing papers. In the Haute-Garonne in 1869 efforts by one candidate to produce a similar looking paper to that of his opponent – and so protect his supporters – led the opponent to print fresh bulletins on the eve of the poll.

It could be that some electors secured a degree of secrecy when casting their ballot, should they have chosen to prepare their own paper, conceal it from agents and then pass it to the officials folded. But most chose not to do so and it was difficult in any case to hide subtle differences of texture and shade from the officials that deposited the papers in receptacles. Equally, parties were not always able to control fully who appeared on their papers. In the US, ‘knifing’ emerged as a recognised practice, normally as a product of intra-party conflicts. Here district leaders would remove (or ‘knife’) the party-sponsored candidate from the tickets they distributed and replace him with one of their own preference, thus allowing renegade contenders to score a victory. Electors themselves might strike out the names of particular candidates and write in alternatives, thereby ‘splitting’ the ticket. In general, as Richard Bensel has suggested, local agents were more concerned with the fate of their own candidates than the ticket as a whole; and when and where tickets were split it normally meant that a concerted effort had been made to break up a ‘party slate’. Crucially, however, this was by no means a widespread tactic and split papers rarely exceeded five per cent of the total cast. The vast majority of voters cast their tickets ‘straight’, in keeping with the wishes of parties.

6. **Hands and voices:** Finally, in some places hands and voices continued to be used; only in France do we find something like a total commitment to using paper. Authorities
in Britain and the US were more pragmatic, especially for minor offices where there was little or no contestation. In the US, balloting might still be optional at the local level, just as it had been in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This was the case even in New England, home to some of the first innovations in written balloting. ‘In our ordinary town elections, as you know, if a ballot is not called for, a vote is frequently put by show of hands or by ayes and nays’, wrote one resident of Kingston, Rhode Island in 1870 in response to a committee of British radicals seeking information on practices abroad. Similarly, British highway boards and burial boards continued to conduct annual elections via a show of hands. Each made for a kind of microcosm of practices employed pre-1872 at the parliamentary level, for in both cases an open poll could take place if demanded. The rationale was a practical one: it was the quickest and cheapest way of conducting elections that were rarely controversial. The exemption of university seats from the 1872 Ballot Act is perhaps the best instance of the weakness in Britain of any philosophical commitment to voting in secret; and the number of university seats expanded rather than diminished between the 1860s and 1910s. Another is the method of voting used for the election of parish councils. Established in rural areas in 1894, these small-scale local councils relied on the use of hands until 1948, where the rationale was once more one of convenience.

Pre-secrecy, then, there was considerable innovation among the three ‘core’ nations examined here, not least the simple – but crucial – introduction of ballot papers on a large scale. The opposition between open/oral voting on the one hand, and secret/paper-based voting on the other, fails to grasp anything of the plethora of options explored at the time. To be sure, the material form of the ballot paper at once solved and created problems, working in both directions at once: whilst it opened up and extended electoral participation, including to illiterates, it also enabled new forms of party-based conflict and control. Locked in this contradictory movement, the ballot paper thus became a hugely inventive site of ongoing experimentation and manipulation. Even so, there was no linear process of electoral privatisation at work: secrecy remained a minority demand, whilst voting remained a more or less public act.

**Balloting in secret: official papers**

Crucially, just as the use of paper-based technologies became more widespread so it became more politicized – more an object, that is, of political argument and parliamentary struggle. Indeed, here too, when it came to matters of principle, there was no linear shift or convergence regarding the ethics of voting in secret. In fact, arguments in favour of open voting flourished as never before during the nineteenth century, just as absolute secrecy was promoted as one solution to problems of electoral corruption and disorder. The arguments have been detailed at length: among others, that open voting was manly and brave, and so ‘un-English’, ‘un-French’ or ‘un-American’; that the vote was a public trust that should be discharged accordingly; that voters should be just as accountable as those they were electing; and that any influence that was exercised, especially on the part of social superiors, was entirely legitimate. The idea that the voter was an ‘individual’, disembedded from the society in which he lived, was by no means assumed by all protagonists.
To be sure, there is some evidence of arguments in favour of secrecy on the grounds that it was a good in and of itself. In Britain radicals occasionally made the argument that the vote was a matter of ‘personal privacy’ and of no intrinsic interest to others. In France, ‘secrecy’ and ‘liberty’ were sometimes couched together in this context (‘le secret et la liberté’). But the arguments in favour of secrecy were by and large as follows: that (a) it was the best means of protecting the voter from bribery, intimidation and violence, and so enhancing his independence; and (b) that it would help to secure more orderly, cheaper elections, cutting down on electoral expenses for parties and local authorities alike. However, ‘corruption’ and ‘independence’ had various meanings and the question could be argued either way in these terms. On the one hand, secrecy might prevent corruption, understood as bribery, undue influence and intimidation; but on the other hand, this same secrecy, so it was argued, also corrupted the voter as an independent citizen, undermining his sense of public duty and forcing him to perform unmanly, deceitful and slavish acts.

There were some crucial differences in how reform was conceived and debated, and thus implemented. In Britain and the US reformers would eventually look towards the example of Australia, which besides introducing secrecy also imposed standardized, ‘official’ ballot papers, as opposed to handwritten and/or partisan printed ones. In Britain it was applied in parliamentary and municipal elections in 1872 and later to poor law, school board and county council elections (though not, as noted above, to parishes or university seats). In the US, Australian-style balloting was first introduced in Louisville, Kentucky and Massachusetts in 1888, and by 1892 it was in use in roughly three-quarters of states.99 The South was a different matter: by 1910 Georgia and South Carolina had yet to reform their voting practices – still in the 1930s the latter state was without any form of Australian ballot law, continuing to rely instead on printed ballots cast publicly.

In France, by contrast, the use of uniform bulletins was altogether more controversial. Indeed, it was just as critical as the question of secrecy and helps to explain why the French eventually, in 1913, opted for multiple papers (one for each candidate or party list), coupled with envelopes and cubicles (isoloirs), despite being aware of the Australian example. The use of official bulletins was first mooted in 1890, just a year after official candidatures had become compulsory, and was frequently promoted thereafter. Yet the measure encountered overwhelming opposition up to 1913, principally because of misgivings about the imposition of official candidates and the threat this posed to voter sovereignty. It was not until 1924 when papers printed by candidates or prepared by electors were finally declared illegitimate by France’s electoral authorities.100

Even so, the broad point that absolute secrecy was regarded with ambivalence and suspicion is valid. It is striking that even reformers conceded that in principle open voting was the best kind of voting. Ultimately, it seems that the adoption of the secret ballot was a pragmatic decision; at any rate, certainly one that was conflicted on matters of principle. A case in point is Britain, where reform at the parliamentary level threatened a drastic switch from open polling to fully secret voting. There were reluctant, dissenting voices even within the Liberal Party, which eventually passed the 1872 Ballot Act. Much like Tories and the revered radical J.S. Mill, the Prime Minister, William Gladstone, considered the vote a public trust which should be enacted openly. What focused minds was the passage of the 1867 Reform Act, which almost doubled the parliamentary electorate, so that it stood at roughly two and half million males. In
1869, a select committee was convened to inquire into parliamentary and municipal electioneering, and in the following year reported in favour of secret voting. Significantly, though mention was made by witnesses of their attachment to open voting – the likes of Mill and Lord Palmerston were invoked now and again – the testimony focused on other matters: public disorder, inconvenience, administrative confusion, bribery, rising election costs and how best ‘to protect the voter’. At least one of those who gave evidence regarded a secret ballot as a ‘necessary evil’.101

Much, then, depended on the material details; or in this case, not just the ballot paper but also who or what printed it, and how and where it was marked – eventually the ‘polling booth’ or the curtained *isoloir*. In the case of each country, franchises would continue to expand, eventually extending to women; and during the 1960s access to secure secret balloting was elevated to the status of a global ‘human right’ by the United Nations, to the exclusion of voting openly, which had been rendered an offence in Britain, France and the US. Yet it would be wrong to draw too strong a divide between pre- and post-secrecy electoral cultures, at least in terms of the ballot paper as a particular technological element. For if formerly the ballot paper was at once an object and a product of partisan struggle and manipulation, then the same remained true of its secretive successor.

As we might expect, old habits lingered hard. There was no immediate diminution in levels of bribery and maladministration. In Britain there was a marked increase in the number of petitions following the 1880 general election, prompting the passage of a more robust Corrupt Practices Act in 1883, which did eventually stamp out the worst excesses of treating and partisan employment.102 In the US, where the situation was still more dismal, cases of voter personation and ballot stuffing continued to be heard long into the interwar period, as Tracy Campbell in particular has detailed.103 Finally, though the advent of secrecy seems to have diminished levels of serious public disorder, this is not true of practices of intimidation. In France and the US party agents continued to loiter outside the polling place, lobbying and harassing voters. Meanwhile, in rural Britain landowners and employers would attend the village polling station, which might be festooned in partisan terms. In 1932, the *Labour Organiser* reported polling stations decked out in Tory colours and Union Jacks, complete with pictures of Tory candidates. Labour’s electoral literature would thus remind farmworkers and the like of the secrecy of their vote. The message ‘Remember the Ballot is Secret!’ was still being printed on Labour polling cards in rural areas on the eve of the Second World War.104

Just as important are the practices that determined the design of papers, as voters and parties alike developed various strategies by way of reasserting their control post-secrecy. A whole series of micro-practices and design features developed in order to counter persistent tactics of corruption – regulations in fact that still remain in Britain today. Crucial among these was the so-called ‘Tasmanian dodge’, first practised in colonial Australia. Unlike in the state of Victoria, where officials initialled each paper and added the voter’s number from the electoral roll, voters in Tasmania and South Australia were able to cast ballots that were unmarked with their number and so fully secret and untraceable. ‘Dodging’ exploited just this and involved the theft of a paper by a bribed voter (who would cast a dummy) and its delivery to the person buying votes outside the polling place, who would mark it. The next bribed voter would then cast the marked paper whilst stealing another blank in order to continue the process. British reformers became aware of the ruse in the late 1860s, prompting a variety of possible
solutions. The most novel of these was put before the Commons in 1870 by the Liberal MP E.A. Leatham, which involved the use of invisible ink (cobalt chloride) to distinguish foldable ‘ballot cards’ with the registration number of voters (Fig. 4). Other features of Leatham’s card included the practice of erasing candidates’ names and their presentation in party-coloured lettering in the interests of legibility. It is an interesting glimpse of what might have been in Britain.

Figure 4: Leatham’s ballot card which featured in an abortive bill the MP for Huddersfield introduced to the House of Commons in 1870. A Bill to Provide for the Taking of the Poll at Parliamentary and Municipal Elections by Ballot [Cd. 23] (1870).

In the end the British 1872 Ballot Act combined two Australian regulations: a modified variant of the Victorian practice of recording the voter’s registration number, which involved the use of a stub and counterfoil; and the practice introduced in South Australia in 1858 where voters were required to mark a cross in a series of boxes placed next to candidates’ names, which were listed and numbered on the paper in alphabetical order, according to surname. Similar regulations were developed in the US, even if not all states recorded the voter’s registration number. By the 1940s, the twenty-five states that recorded the number did so using the British ‘cheque-book system’. Yet, predictably enough, where no regulations of this sort were in place party agents and voters routinely practised the ‘Tasmanian dodge’. Only in 1931 did the states of
Pennsylvania and Ohio introduce the use of stubs and counterfoils to deter ‘chain voting’, as it was known in the US.\textsuperscript{106} In France and Britain, however, there was little dispute regarding the general format of official paper/s once adopted. In France this amounted to the simple printing of a candidate’s name or a party list on a standardized slip of white paper. The only significant change in Britain came in 1969, when party affiliations were permitted to appear on the paper alongside candidates’ names. In the US, by contrast, whatever dispute had surrounded the adoption of the Australian ballot shifted to focus on its regulation. The use of controversial ‘anti-fusion laws’ meant that a candidate’s name could appear on the ballot paper in association with only one party label, thereby deterring cross-party collaboration between one of the two major parties and a smaller party.\textsuperscript{107} Similarly, the design of papers was subject to partisan wrangling. Two dominant patterns were used.\textsuperscript{108} Beginning with Massachusetts in 1888, some states adopted the ‘office-block’ pattern, which grouped the names of candidates and their party affiliations according to the position they were contesting, as displayed in descending order (national first, followed by state and local offices). By the 1940s it was in use in seventeen states and was widely thought to be conducive to ‘split-ticket’ voting, whereby an elector would alternate which party he voted for according to candidate and office. The alternative layout was known as the ‘party-column’ pattern, which first made its appearance in Indiana in 1889, where each party was given a separate column of offices with the party’s name displayed at the top.

The complexities are immense in this instance, for each layout was open to exploitation by those parties that controlled state legislatures.\textsuperscript{109} The use of the party-column pattern was widely judged to be more accessible; yet it also facilitated casting a straight ticket, thus enhancing the power of parties.\textsuperscript{110} Such misgivings were not necessarily misplaced: some states, including Connecticut, Iowa and Wisconsin, provided a single box at the top of each column via which an elector could, with just a single cross, select an entire party list. Other states, including Alabama, Indiana and Utah, also allowed party emblems on ballot papers to further enhance their user-friendliness (Fig. 5). By the same token, the office-block pattern, though thought to encourage the casting of split ballots – and so reasoned, independent voting – was also known to constitute an obstacle to the participation of illiterate voters, especially foreign-born voters in the North and uneducated black voters in the South. Exclusionary tactics based on exploiting the office-block pattern were especially pronounced in the South, where in Arkansas in 1892 one Democratic campaign song declared: ‘The Australian ballot works like a charm/It makes them think and scratch/And when a Negro gets a ballot/He has certainly got his match.’\textsuperscript{111} Contemporaries were acutely aware of these ruses, amidst debates where it was easy to disguise partisan interests in ostensibly non-partisan rhetoric regarding voter independence. ‘Maryland, a State which has a large Negro population … has the pure Massachusetts [office-block] ballot,’ noted one critic in 1910, ‘except in eleven counties, where even the party designation is dropped and the several candidates stand simply as individuals.’ He went on: ‘Yet this outwardly impartial arrangement is the much execrated “trick ballot”. Perfectly simple to anyone who can read and write … these styles have been regarded simply as puzzles by illiterate Negroes and as subjects for party trickery by many of the politicians.’\textsuperscript{112} Other ‘tricks’ included the use of Gothic lettering and the nomination of candidates with similar or identical names to those of opponents.
Yet there is also evidence of voters striking back and deliberately spoiling papers as a means of reclaiming some kind of independence. This seems to have been especially pronounced in France, where a peculiar tradition of invalidating ballot papers through either ‘blank voting’ or annotation has existed both pre- and post-secrecy. Failure to write a name on a paper was an established practice during the Revolution: a new set of regulations issued in 1798 decreed that all bulletins blancs and ‘those ballot papers where the author can be identified, or which contain some kind of comment, are null and void’. The annotation of papers was given fresh stimulus after 1848, when voters were instructed to prepare their papers outside the polling station. This allowed them greater scope to fashion their own bulletins, and spoiling papers was especially widespread in the three plebiscites conducted under the Second Empire, when between 0.4 per cent (in 1851) and 1.3 per cent (1870) of the votes cast were rejected on these grounds. Of these, roughly 10 per cent were annotated, which in 1870 amounted to over 10,000 papers. Yet the practice was by no means confined to plebiscites and archival evidence testifies to its appearance in all sorts of elections, as voters sought to escape from the regulated anonymity of the bulletin. Annotations ranged from crude words and ditties to elaborate cartoons and mini-essays. A bulletin cast at Paris in 1852 concluded: ‘The [Second] Empire is a backward step, no more possible in today’s France than the monarchy of Louis XIV. Progress demands … a Republic!’
One historian has equated these practices with ‘delinquency’, yet they can also be seen as assertions of voter independence and should certainly be distinguished from abstention. They required some kind of effort, after all, and there was more than a habitual attachment to the practice of handwriting following the explosion of printed papers after 1848. For some in fact it was matter of principle: as the liberal journalist Prévost-Paradol wrote in 1868, ‘Voting with a bulletin penned by oneself … is the only practice worthy of a free people’. Indeed, the number of spoiled papers rose rather than diminished as the French electorate became more experienced and better educated, averaging 3 per cent of votes cast in legislative elections between 1881 and 1914 (Fig. 6). The inscription of slogans and messages doubtless continued after 1924, when official papers were made compulsory, though the relevant archives are currently unavailable for consultation. The retention of a few annotated bulletins cast in Algeria in the referendum on the foundation of the Fifth Republic in 1958 provides some evidence that the tradition survived.

Figure 6: A bulletin cast in Paris during the 1898 legislative elections, at the height of the Dreyfus affair, which begins ‘I am voting for Emile Zola and, as an anonymous sovereign for a day, I will explain my vote like a vulgar parliamentary deputy.’ AN C5217, Procès-verbal d’élection, 8 May 1898.

The nearest analogue perhaps is the US practice of splitting tickets; but it is the French that have excelled in deliberately spoiling papers. Tactics include the long-established one of depositing a blank piece of paper, as well as those made possible by the reforms of 1913 and 1924, in particular the casting of an empty envelope (from 1913) and the obliteration of a name on an official paper (from 1924). During the elections of 1958 and 1962 roughly 3 per cent of votes cast were declared nuls; and subsequent elections attracted still higher rates of invalidation, especially in the second round of presidential contests, when only two candidates remained in contention, as
they still do today. The highest rate for a presidential race – almost 6.4 per cent – was achieved in the second round of the 1969 election, which was marked by the absence of a left-wing contender. Famously, Jacques Duclos, the disappointed Communist candidate who had scored 21 per cent of the vote in the first round, described the choice as ‘c’est bonnet blanc et blanc bonnet’; or, very roughly, ‘six of one and half a dozen of the other’. Similarly high levels of spoiling papers have been registered in recent years, including 6 per cent in 1995 (in the Chirac-Jospin run-off); 5.4 per cent in 2002 (Chirac-Le Pen); and 5.8 per cent in 2012 (Sarkozy-Hollande). In the latter case this amounted to over two million voters announcing their distaste for both candidates at the ballot box.

**Balloting abandoned: voting machines**

But do elections, even mass elections, really require ballot papers? Today there are two dominant paper-based methods used around the world, the Australian model and the French model. A further alternative, however, is to dispense with paper altogether and use some kind of voting machine. US states would become the pioneers on this front, where machines were first adopted in the 1890s – indeed, it might be described as the ‘US model’; but Britain was home to the first proposals of this sort. In the 1830s the radical MP George Grote advocated the use of a machine which enabled voters to punch holes, secretly, in a card next to the names of their favoured candidates. Around the same time *The People’s Charter* (1838), which helped to galvanize the Chartist movement, advocated the use of a box containing a series of holes, one for each candidate. Recalling the original meaning of the term ‘ballot’, voters were required to drop – again, secretly – a small ball into one of the holes, which then registered on a clock-like dial concealed beneath a lid. Further proposals emerged during the late 1860s, just prior to the 1872 Ballot Act. Five patents were registered in 1869 and in the same year the Liberal MP Charles Dilke advocated a ‘system of ball voting’ much like the one promoted by the Chartists.

The objections were many, besides those against secrecy per se. In the 1870s even relatively simple machines using balls were rejected on account of their expense and liability to malfunction; and of course by this point electors were familiar with papers. In Britain the issue seems to have receded for almost one hundred years, before being taken up again in the 1980s and 1990s by the parliamentary Home Affairs Committee. More recently, electronic machines have been used in the 2000 London assembly elections and in the 2007 Scottish parliamentary elections; but so far the consensus is that the costs and technological risks of machine-based voting and counting outweigh those of the present paper-based system, which still retains, so it is argued, the trust of the public. Likewise in France the sceptical voices have so far outweighed the enthusiastic and on much the same grounds, despite occasional experiments, including the recent use of electronic voting by over a million voters in the presidential elections of 2007.

Recent arguments, then, are of an entirely practical-administrative sort; and yet it is just these kinds of considerations that have spurred more than a hundred years of innovation in the US. The crucial difference was – and remains – the relative complexity of official papers. Whereas pre-secrecy, American voters could present a ready-to-use party ticket, under the Australian ballot they had to mark their paper in a
polling booth; and these papers then had to be sorted, examined and counted. By the end of the century, US ballot papers routinely required voters to select upwards of twenty offices at various levels; and despite calls for their simplification these highly demanding papers remained common thereafter. In Chicago in 1930, for instance, voters had to mark a paper that presented fifty-nine posts in total, including thirty-two county and fifteen local judicial offices. Voting machines, by contrast, dispensed with ballot boxes and the handling, counting and cost of papers. ‘Voting machines offer many advantages’, noted one political scientist in 1923, ‘chief among which are the speed and accuracy with which votes may be taken and counted.’ In Buffalo city, New York, in 1928, where over 218,000 voters had used machines, the results were announced within ninety minutes of the polls closing.

Voting machines were first tried out in Lockport, New York in 1892 using the Myers Automatic Ballot-Cabinet. This was one of a number of competing models which involved electors, normally hidden behind a ‘U’-shaped curtain, registering their votes on a meter using levers, buttons and keys. Objections were raised on the grounds of their cost and complexity, and some questioned their constitutional validity – an issue not resolved by Congress until 1899, when it ruled in favour of allowing machines. But in subsequent decades machines were adopted across the US: roughly one sixth of all votes in the 1928 presidential election were cast mechanically. Also known as lever machines, they continued to be used long into the post-war period, up to and including the 2004 presidential election.

By 2004 three other types of machine were in use. Crucially, two of these – punch card systems from the 1960s; optical scanning systems from the 1980s – resurrected a ballot-style medium on which voters registered their choices, suggesting that it was the process of counting rather than selecting candidates that was the particular concern (in both cases it was sped up via electronic means). The most recent innovations, however, collectively known as direct-recording electronic voting systems, or DREs, have once more dispensed with the ballot paper in any shape or form. Like the lever machines that preceded them, DRE systems typically involve electors casting their votes through pressing buttons on an interactive interface; the difference is that this interface is electronic, thus enabling votes to be registered immediately as computer data. The first DRE device, known as the Video-Voter, underwent trials in Illinois in 1975 and single and multi-screen variants were pioneered thereafter, including touchscreen technologies during the late 1990s. Subject to modest use in the 1980s, their uptake increased steadily in the 1990s, before taking off in 2002. During the 2006 midterm elections they constituted almost 37 per cent of all voting methods used in the US, second only to optical scanners. Meanwhile, Australian-style balloting was becoming a minority pursuit. Practised in over 30 per cent of counties in 1988, this figure had fallen to roughly 10 per cent by the 2004 presidential election – a remarkable demise for a practice promoted only a hundred or so years earlier as means of reviving American democracy.

**The materiality of mediated sovereignty**

How should sovereignty be expressed, whether confined to an elite or an adult population? Prior to the nineteenth century the preference was for the unmediated presence of participants, expressed via a unity of voices or a show of hands. Rousseau’s
democratic variant of this – crudely, his ‘general will’ – had no place for parties, secret balloting or even elections, which he regarded as a dilution of something purer: a citizenry at one with itself, unified in ongoing, face-to-face deliberations. The default setting, so to speak, was to resolve matters openly and in person, as part of an assembly; and ideally at least on a consensual basis. Slowly, in pockets to begin with, but then rapidly during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the ballot paper emerged as a solution to a two-fold challenge to this settlement: ever-more assertive, organized conflict between competing groups animated by different interests and values, coupled with the need for civic order and numerical precision. Put another way, the practice of balloting in the early modern period and its extensive reworking in the wake of revolutionary upheaval points to a crucial consideration all too often obscured by the association between ballot papers and ‘free and fair elections’: namely, how best to manage socio-political conflict, so that collective decision-making can function in a way that is efficient and orderly. Secrecy arrived much later than ballot papers and the argument here is that it represents but a further twist in an established set of problems. Certainly on matters of principle there was much ambivalence, even opposition, regarding voting in secret. Part of its appeal in the three countries examined here was that secrecy promised quicker, quieter elections.

This is to put the matter crudely, for the problem of managing elections was complicated considerably by the advent of more inclusive franchises and organized political parties. This introduced three further facets: literacy and the ability of poorer voters to read and write their political choices; widespread, orchestrated forms of corruption and civic disorder; and finally, the bureaucratic-logistical conundrum of counting, handling and recording a growing volume of papers. Parties, voters and electoral authorities responded in hugely inventive and diverse ways, as electoral conflict became the norm. Both pre- and post-secrecy, regulatory tactics on the part of state authorities gave rise to counter-tactics on the part of parties and voters – and vice versa. Ultimately, as the example of the US shows, when and where deemed useful this could extend to abandoning ballot papers entirely. Otherwise put, if the broad problem is one of how to manage conflict, the institutional-practical solutions have been – and continue to be – entirely open and contingent. What works is what is best.

In this way, modern political agency, and in particular electoral agency, has been made possible only by assuming an inextricable relation to various kinds of technology, foremost among them the ballot paper. Though often discussed at the level of theory and philosophy, modern democracy is also an immense material-technological achievement. As advocates of the material turn suggest, ‘little’ things make ‘big’ ideas happen; and fewer are bigger or more widely promoted than democracy.

Two further points might be made here. The first is that if there is a materiality to politics then this is very much a historical phenomenon; and in the case of the ballot paper, a historical process deeply embedded in a broader switch to what we might call mediated forms of sovereignty, as opposed to the face-to-face assemblies and courts of the early modern period. Indeed, it is evidently the case that paper – and later secret, official – balloting needs to be situated within the development of a wider nexus of agents and practices that have come to define representative democracy, beyond just parties, voter registration and the provision of polling places. On the one hand, this extends to the development and reform of newspapers, national parliaments and established electoral cycles; on the other, to the development of bureaucracy and an administrative culture based on the currency of paperwork. Much like the advent of the
ballot paper, all of these developments served to manage practices of collective governance and self-determination, whilst also naturalising the idea that power must be exercised through the mediation of other agents (journalists, candidates, bureaucrats, and so on) and associated technologies.

The second point is that if, conversely, there is a politics of materiality then this politics assumes different forms and intensities over time. The secret ballot is a case in point, for during the nineteenth century, and especially during its second half, fundamental questions were raised about whether secrecy promoted or denied the exercise of virtuous citizenship. And yet this line of questioning has now largely been forgotten, amidst a politics — such as it is — that centres on questions of cost and technological security. After the actor-network theorists who have inspired aspects of the material turn, we might say that the secret ballot has been ‘black-boxed’, rendered a natural, taken-for-granted aspect of our political modernity, when in truth its history is full of knotty conflicts and complex compromises. Put another way, the politics of materiality comes and goes, and is of varying degrees of profundity.

Finally, what of the present? In Britain and France the sceptics still hold sway, but in Brazil and India, two of the world’s largest democracies, US-style DRE devices are now the order of the day. Since 2000 all Brazilian elections have been fully electronic, whilst in India, where they were first piloted in 1982, over half the electorate now uses voting machines. Some 400 million electors cast their votes electronically in the 2009 parliamentary elections. The project of making democracy work continues apace and it could be that the humble ballot paper will soon disappear, having finally served its purpose.
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